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ABSTRACT

Fuel cells are among the most promising alternative power generators of the future.
At present, the biggest obstacle to the wide spread use of fuel cells is cost.

While fuel

cells give excellent value for money in terms of its energy-fuel consumption efficiency,
current prototypes are still beyond the purchasing power of the average consumer
primarily due to the cost of the precious metal platinum (Pt), which has been the
preferred material for anodes and cathodes across most types of fuel cells. Consequently,
the quest for alternative catalysts to platinum surfaces that is both efficient and
affordable has become a top priority for research around the world in both academia and
industry.
Yet contrary to our present platinum-based technology, nature has its own enzymes
for oxidizing hydrogen and reducing oxygen without the need for expensive rare metals.
With this in mind, we suggested adopting hydrogenase components for hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR) catalysis and heme components for oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) catalysis.
In this dissertation, HOR/ORR on the platinum surface, the ORR on heme and the
HOR on hydrogenase are reviewed. These systems have been extensively studied both
experimentally-by
theoretically-

spectroscopy, microscopic and electrochemical techniques-and

by density functional theory (DFT). We then take DFT a step further

from its proven applicability in helping us understand HOR/ORR reaction mechanisms
to using it as a tool to help us computationally design catalysts as inspired by natural
enzymes that perform parallel reactions. The objective of our design efforts for both the
anode and cathode is the same: to develop effective and stable alternative electrodes that
will eliminate or minimize the use of platinum.
Our design efforts led us to propose Pt deposited on tin (Sri) porphyrin (Por) as an
ORR catalyst. The calculated binding energy of Pt on SnPor is 3.13 eV-very

stable.

We showed how this material possesses the necessary electronic properties that make it
a possible alternative to platinum surfaces as fuel cell electrode catalysts; notably: low
electron density near Pt, partial negative charge at Pt, and the high Pt-character near and
at HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) levels. The LUMO (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital) also possess significant Pt d-orbital characteristics comparable to the
ct- and P-LUMO of iron porphyrin, further suggesting ability to interact with oxygen for
catalytic reduction.
We also considered replacing tin with germanium (Ge) and lead (Pb). Pt deposited

on GePor shows primarily the same results as SnPor-Pt, but Pt deposited PbPor shows a
much weaker binding energy (1.99 eV). Variants of SnPor-Pt by replacing Pt with nickel
(Ni), cobalt (Co), and iron (Fe) were also studied. Our calculations gave energies of
1.29, -0.48 and 0.38 eV respectively for the binding of Fe, Co and Ni on SnPor. We
compared their electronic properties with SnPor-Pt, hoping that these non-precious
metals on SnPor will also possess the needed electronic properties for fuel cell HOR or
ORR catalysis. While the binding energy of Ni on SnPor is not high enough to make
SnPor-Ni a viable catalyst for ORR, the similarities between their frontier molecular
orbitals suggest that SnPor-Ni may have similar photocatalytic properties as SnPor-Pt
for H2 production in aqueous solution.
For HOR catalysis, on the other hand, we begin our search by studying how
changing ligands can affect the electronic structure of the Fe-only hydrogenase active
site, the [2Fe]H subcluster. Density functional theory calculations were performed on
Fe-only hydrogenase

analogues compounds

I [(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2- and 11

[Fe2(CO)4lMeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]-. Results show electron affinity and trends in
molecular orbitals consistent with photoelectron spectroscopy data. The HOMOs show
familiar Fe-Fe bonding characteristics while the LUMOs show Fe-Fe antibonding
characteristics. To compare the effects of a second CN versus a terminal sulfur ligand,
results for I after one electron is removed (I- I e) were compared with those of 11. It was
found that compound I-le has a much lower HOMO. Mulliken charge analysis also
shows that the terminal sulfur has a stronger electron donating effect than a CN ligand.
From the standpoint of computational materials design, we therefore think that
similarities in electron affinity, 2Fe charge density and HOMO/LUMO energy to the
biologically present active site should be bases for predicting catalytic activity.
As a first attempt to hold the [2Fe]H active site in solid state, we consider thiol
derivatives of calixarenes as possible scaffolds. Among the calixarenes so far considered,
our calculations have shown that calix[5]arene is the most viable macrocycle to hold the
di-iron site. Our calculations also show that the crucial hydrogenase active site is
maintained in this material: having an Fe-Fe bond and anti-bond at the HOMO and
LUMO respectively; and the bonding orbitals on the Fe centers connected to the sulfur
of the electron chain at the HOMO.
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Chapter

One

Introduction
Fuel cells are among the most promising alternative power generators of the future.
Unlike

boilers

and internal

efficiency limitations

Furthermore,

engines,

they are not constrained

by the

of the Camot cycle. They are compact, quiet, efficient and, thus,

suitable for both residential
losses associated

combustion

and automotive

with electric transmission

applications.

When used in residences,

from power plants can also be avoided.

the heat emitted by fuel cells can be utilized for warming water and/or

rooms.

A key player in the field of fuel cells is the hydrogen-fuel PEFC (polymer
electrolyte fuel cell), of which a schematic diagram is shown in Figure I.I. During
operation, hydrogen is directed to the fuel cell's anode, which dissociates the incoming
gas molecules and strips the atoms of their electrons. This is known as the hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR). The platinum (Pt) surface has been a popular catalyst choice
for this reaction, as experiment and theory agree that the reaction may proceed
effortlessly, i.e., the energy barrier for the dissociation of H2 can be very low.

The

protons then diffuse along the surface of the anode catalyst, which is another relatively
easy process [1-2]. The electron current produced by this reaction powers the external
load as the protons diffuse through a membrane made of materials specific to proton
conduction e.g. the polymer Nafion.

At the fuel cell's cathode, oxygen combines with

the protons from the polymer membrane and the electrons from the external load to
form water; this is called the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). This completes the fuel
cell's catalytic combustion routine for generating electricity with water being its only
by-product. In theory, electricity will continually be generated as long as the hydrogen
and air supply does not run out. No green house gas, such as carbon dioxide, is emitted.
No toxic carbon monoxide, nitrogen and sulfur oxides are emitted. No carcinogenic
incompletely burned fuel is emitted.

I

Figure

1.1 Schematic

diagram

of a fuel cell.

Clearly, a macro-scale understanding of how the fuel cell should work is not a
formidable task.

However, realizing one fit for mass production is.

For Pt-based fuel

cells for example, there are performance issues that need to be addressed, such as
carbon monoxide poisoning of the electrode catalysts.

There are long-term durability

difficulties that need to be overcome as well. But ultimately, the biggest obstacle to the
widespread use of hydrogen fuel cells is cost.

While fuel cells give excellent value for

money in terms of its energy-fuel consumption efficiency, current prototypes are still
beyond the purchasing power of the average consumer primarily due to the cost of the
precious metal Pt, which has been the preferred material for anodes and cathodes across
most types of fuel cells.
Because of its vast applications, many studies have been made on how to reduce the
amount of platinum in catalysts. They include dispersing platinum nanoparticles in
porous silica, alumina and zeolites. But these materials that stably support Pt are not
electrically conductive and, therefore, not suitable for electrocatalytic applications such
as fuel cells. On the other hand, electrically conductive carbon-based support materials
permit Pt nanoparticles to migrate and form larger clusters, leading to reduced catalytic
activity over time [3-4].
Yet contrary to our present platinum-based technology, nature has its own way of
oxidizing hydrogen and reducing oxygen without the need for expensive rare metals.
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With this in mind, we suggested using hydrogenase components for HOR catalysis [5]
and heme components [6] for ORR catalysis.
Hydrogenase is a class of enzymes that catalyze the reversible oxidation of
molecular hydrogen (H2), quite similar to what platinum does in fuel cells. It plays a
vital role in the metabolism of organisms that can survive in the absence of air. Since
their discovery in the 1930s [7], they have attracted the interest of many researchers.
Understanding the catalytic mechanism of hydrogenase may help scientists not only
design alternative PEFC HOR catalysts but also find clean biological energy sources,
such as algae and bacteria that produce hydrogen at viable quantities

[7-10].

Heme-containing proteins, on the other hand, perform diverse biological functions
including the transportation of oxygen gas, reduction of oxygen molecules and electron
transfer. For example, hemoglobin binds oxygen in the lungs where pH is high and
PC02 is low, travels with blood and releases it in tissues under opposite conditions
(where pH is low and PC02 is high). The heme iron can also serve as an electron
source/acceptor during electron transfer or redox chemistry.
In the following sections, we shall survey literature regarding the ORR and HOR on
platinum as well as on heme and hydrogenase. As will be exemplified in these sections,
density functional theory (DFT) plays an important role in our current understanding of
the ORR and HOR processes, whether as applied in industrially-used platinum-based
systems or to biologically-present enzyme systems.

From there, we then take DFT a

step further from its proven applicability in helping us understand HOR/ORR reaction
mechanisms to using it as a tool to help us design catalysts inspired by natural enzymes
that perform parallel reactions.

3

Chapter
The

Oxidation

of Hydrogen

and

Two

the Reduction

of Oxygen

on Platinum

At present, platinum surfaces are considered the model electrode catalysts for fuel
cells for both the anode, where hydrogen is oxidized into protons (HOR), and cathode,
where oxygen is reduced into water (ORR). The HOR and ORR on Pt electrode surfaces
are complex subjects affected by factors such as crystal face indices, coverage,
vacancies, impurities, environment (e.g. electrolyte used), temperature and pressure. For
example, the activity for HOR as a function of crystal face is in the Pt(lll)<Pt(100)
<Pt(I 10) [11] order. The HOR reaction is much slower in alkaline solution as compared
to acid environment except HX (X=halides) acids. The adsorption of halides as well as
hydroxides on Pt surfaces is believed to inhibit H adsorption. Extensive reviews have
already been done by Markovic and Ross [12-13].
2.1 The Oxidation Of H2 On Pt
The adsorption of hydrogen on platinum in vacuum has been studied since the
1970's. While these studies are not directly about the oxidation of hydrogen into protons
in an electrolyte environment, it does inform us of the possible reactions/interactions
between platinum and hydrogen. The adsorption energy of hydrogen in UHV
environment is 50-60 kJ/mol (0.52-0.62 eV) on the platinum surface and 70-90 kJ/mol
(0.73-0.93 eV) on defect sites [14]. Density functional calculations of Olsen et al. [15]
showed little difference between H adsorption energies at various sites of Pt(I 11). On
Pt(100) the reaction is more complex to calculate because H absorption lifts the
reconstructed Pt(100) surface [16,17,18]. The heat of adsorption measured by TPD
(terperature prograrnmed desorption) is 90-98kJ/mol (0.93-1.02 eV), which is
significantly higher than Pt(III) [19,14]. In our laboratory, we have studied the
potential energy surface for dissociative adsorption of H2 on Pt(III) [2]. The energy
barrier is almost zero when the molecular orientation of H2 is parallel to the surface and
when its center of mass is directly above the top site while the H atoms dissociate
towards the hcp and fec hollow sites. Upon dissociation, H atoms isolated at fcc sites
can be delocalized by excitation to the first excited state with 30meV of energy. The
subsequent (higher) excited states, which show different migration patterns, are '12-34
meV apart.
All the above studies indicate that the dissociation of hydrogen on platinum
proceeds effortlessly, i.e., the energy barrier is very low. This plus the rather weak Pt-H
bond makes Pt a very active catalyst for reactions involving hydrogen. However, a weak
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Pt-H,d bond also means that Pt can be easily poisoned by strongly adsorbing species (e.g.
CO).
The rate of HERMOR (hydrogen evolution reaction/hydrogen oxidation reaction)
on metal surfaces is expressed by the log of exchange current density, log i. , It exhibits a
volcano relationship with the Gibbs energy of hydrogen absorption on the metals
(Figure 2.1). The highest i,, is exhibited by platinum, which sits on top of the volcano
curve [20-23]. Norkov et. al. [24] showed a similar volcano relationship between
exchange current densities and the calculated hydrogen chemisorption energies by
density functional theory. The volcano relationship can be understood as follows: to the
left of Pt, H is more and more tightly bonded to the metal surface to be reactive; to the
right of Pt, H becomes more and more unstable on the metal surface for H-proton
inter-conversion to occur.
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Figure 2.1. Plots of HERMOR activity versus the binding energy of hydrogen atom on
various metals surfaces based on experimental studies. Taken from Ref. [20].
2.2 The Reduction Of 02 on Pt
ORR or the reduction Of 02 on Pt surfaces (and metal surfaces in general) can be
simplified [25] as shown in Figure 2.2. K, to K5 represent the reaction rate of each
process. Ideally, either K, or both K2 and K3 should be very high while K4 and K5
should be zero-this is called a four-electron reduction process. On the other hand, if K,
and K3 are almost zero and K2 and K5 are high, a two-electron reduction process
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predominates and hydrogen peroxide (H202) can diffuse into the environment. This
degrades the performance of a fuel cell in terms of lower electromotive potential
generated and potential damage to the proton transfer membrane.

I
K2H
K3H I
Wad) = 202(ad)
20
K4
K5

H202

Figure 2.2. Reaction paths for the reduction Of 02 adsorbed on metal surface.
Low pressure experiments (10-6 Torr, 02) have shown that 02 molecules undergo
dissociative adsorption on clean Pt(Ill)

surface at temperatures typical of PEFC

operation (80'C). This is opposed to low temperatures (-153'C and below), where
molecular adsorption is preferred; the 02 molecules then dissociate into atoms when
heated. At temperatures of around 8000C, a stable oxide is formed [26, 13], but
oxygen eventually desorbs at 927'C [13]. Of note, formation of surfaces oxides leads to
reconstruction of the Pt surface. Formation of stable oxides has been shown to poison
the catalytic activity of Pt(100) for CO oxidation [27]. While these studies are not
directly about the reduction of oxygen into water in a humidified Nafion environment, it
does inform us of the possible interactions that oxygen may undergo with the platinum
surface.
An ab-initio study by Eichler and Hather [28] stages the adsorption process into
three phases: the physisorbed molecular 02, the chemisorbed molecular 02, and
chemisorbed dissociated atomic 0 on Pt(I 11). Their study shows that the chemisorbed
02 is a paramagnetic superoxo (02-) specie at the bridge site and a diamagnetic peroxo
(02 2-) specie when adsorbed at the three-fold hollow site. Our group, on the other hand,
compared the dissociative adsorption Of 02 on two types of Pt surfaces, viz., Pt(001)
and Pt(I 11) by density functional calculations [29]. Of the several factors that may
govern 02 dissociative adsorption, we concentrated on the static effect of surface
structure. (Larger distances between Pt atoms exists in the hollow sites of Pt(001) as
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compared to Pt(l I I)).

The calculated potential barrier [E,,] for 02/Pt(OOI) [E,,= 1.2

eV] is smaller than those for 02/Pt(I 11) [Ej,,= 1.7 eV]. This indicates that 02
dissociative adsorption occurs much easier on the Pt(001) surface than on the Pt(III)
surface, which is also consistent with the activity of Pt(OOI) for CO oxidation [30-32].
In liquid electrolyte solutions, more complex ORR situations occur due to the
competitive adsorption of the electrolyte's anionic species on platinum. Rotating disk
electrode (RDE) studies show that relative activity of platinum catalysts varies with
crystal face in the order of (llI)<<(l00)<(ll0)

for sulfuric

acid (H2SO4),

(I 00)<(l I 0);z~(I11) for perchloric acid (HC104), and (I 00)<(I I 0)<(l 11) for potassium
hydroxide (KOH). Sulfuric acid was shown to have the strongest deactivating effect.
[33]. However, fluorosulfonic acid side-chain of polymer electrolyte membranes (e.g.
Nafion) used in modern PEFC's was shown to not interfere with reaction kinetics
[34-361.
Recent studies have focused on designing new experimental setups for assessing
activity of catalysts in Nation and in the absence of liquid electrolytes and at
temperature and humidity conditions which will simulate the PEFC environment more
accurately [37-38]. In one such study, Pt(I 11) was reported to be twice more active than
Pt(100) although details on kinetics or activation energies have not been published at
this time [37].
Density functional calculations, particularly those from the groups of Anderson
[39-40] and Norskov [41] consider the effects of electromotive potentials on ORR.
According to the study of Norskov et. al. [41], OH and 0 are said to adsorb more stably
on Pt surface as the potential (due to the presence of an external load) approaches
equilibrium. In the process, the transfer of H+ and electron to these species becomes
more difficult and, in effect, determines the rate of reaction. They popularized what is
now known as the "volcano" relationship between the rate of ORR versus the 0 and OH
binding energy on various metals. Pt(I 11), which sits on top of the activity volcano
curve, has binding energies of 1.05 eV and 1.57 eV for OH and 0 respectively. It would
thus also be useful to deten-nine the OH and 0 binding energy of computationally
designed catalysts and fit it into the volcano curve to predict its activity. Of note, their
studies suggest that, at high (0.5 ML) 02 coverage, molecular adsorption Of 02 and
reduction via a peroxide mechanism is preferred (at 298'K). A review on ab initio
calculations done for ORR on metal surfaces was done recently by the group of
Wilkinson [42].
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Chapter
The

Oxidation

Three

of Hydrogen

on Hydrogenase

Hydrogenase is a class of enzyme that catalyzes the reversible 2W + e- ~* H2
reaction in microorganisms. The research in this area is important not only from the
view point of understanding biology, but also from the interest in using hydrogen for
future energy technologies-organisms
could be used to produce commercially viable
quantities of H2 and enzymes can inspire the design of alternative catalysts to platinum.
There are two main types of hydrogenases: NiFe and Fe-only; they are named according
to the metal/s present in their active site (Figure 3. 1). Fe-only and Ni-Fe hydrogenases
catalyze the 2W + e- ~* H2 reaction at very high rates [43-44]. However, the catalytic
activity of NiFe hydrogenase was realized much later [43], so as a result there are more
studies on Fe-only hydrogenase and their analogues in this aspect.

a)

0C

Bridging ligand site can be
occupied by CO or vacant.
CN

0

NC

CO

Proximal

Fe

[4Fe-4S]

S

Dista I iron
r-Terminal
ligand site S
can be occupied by
N
H20, H2, the bridging
CO, or leftvacant.

Cys

b)

Bridging

LZ

Cys-S

by 0,

CN
Ni

YS
S
S
CYS

site can

be occupied

CN

11~
11
1

Cys-S

ligand

OH or hydride.

Fe

Direction
/

\ CO

of bond:

On the Plane
Projects forward
Projects behind

Figure 3.1 Active sites of the two main types of hydrogenases: (a) Fe-only and (b) NiFe. As can be seen in the figure, hydrogenases are named according to the metals
present in their active site. S-Cys refers to sulfur from a cysteine amino acid that is
connected to the enzymes' polymer chain. Ligands (electron pair donors that bonds to
metals; e.g., H20, OH, CO) that can change are labeled as L.
The structures of Fe-only hydrogenase from Desu~fovibrio desu~furicans [45] and
Clostridium pasteurianum [46] have been characterized by X-ray diffraction. The
structure of the former is shown in Figure 3.2. The Fe-only hydrogenase from
Desuffiovibrio desulfuricans contains two sets of iron-sulfur clusters in each protein
molecule. The top circle shows the front view while the bottom circle shows the side
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view of the iron-sulfur clusters. The right inset zooms into the bottom iron-sulfur cluster
(amino acids and hydrogen atoms removed for clarity) which shows the H subcluster
(active site) in a dashed circle and the three 4Fe4S clusters that function as a molecular
wire (for transporting electron in and out of the protein through oxidation/reduction of
the Fe atoms) in dotted circles.
The active site (Figure 3.1a) is an 2Fe3S group also known as the H subcluster,
[2Fe]H. The two iron centres are linked through the sulfurs of what is believed to be the
anionic form of either 1,3-propane dithiolate (PDT, _S-CH2-CH2-CH2-S_) or
dithomethylamine (DTNU, _S-CH2-NH-CH2-S-). Note that PDT and DTNIA are
identical apart from one carbon being replaced with nitrogen. The "proximal" iron is
connected to sulfur from a cysteine amino acid-which is connected to the enzymes'
polymer chain-and subsequently connected to the 4Fe-4S clusters. The distal Fe has a
ligand site which can be weakly bonded to H20, the bridging CO (the CO at the bridge
site between the two Fe atoms can move over to this position), or simply left vacant.
(Ligands are electron pair donors that bonds to metals; e.g., H20, OH, CO). Each Fe ion
in the [2Fe]H has CN and CO ligands, which interestingly are generally considered
poisonous to biological tissues.

-.

.1q-

I
4Fe4S

,l

4Fe4S

%

S.

A

j

4S
H subcluster
Active

site

"0

F 'I,'- 1
,
~-,,
k1.
]

Legend:
H

0

_71-11j,_.
e

NC
GII S
0
Fe

Figure 3.2. The Fe-only hydrogenase from Desu~fovibrio desulfur icans. Encircled
(whole circles) are two complete sets of iron-sulfur clusters contained in each protein
molecule. The right inset zooms into the bottom iron-sulfur cluster amino acids and
hydrogen atoms removed for clarity) which shows the H subcluster active site) in a
dashed circle and the three 4Fe4S clusters that function as a mol ecular wire (for
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transporting electrons in and out of the protein through oxidation/reduction
atoms) in dotted circles.

of the Fe

High quality infrared spectroscopic studies on Desulfovibrio desuffiuricans
confirmed the presence both CN and CO [47] on low spin iron. Of note, FTIR (Fourier
transform infrared) spectra of CpI [48] under cryogenic conditions showed the loss of
bridging CO characteristics by light induced reaction, suggesting that the bridging CO
moved to distal Fe. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), magnetic circular
dichroism (MCD) and M6ssbauer spectroscopy, and redox titration studies [49-53] have
been performed on Fe-only hydrogenase prior to the elucidation of its structure by Xray diffraction data. While the experimental results, per se, remain valid, their
interpretations have been subject to rethinking based on new insights derived from the
crystallographic data. In a more recent EPR study, Popescu and Munck [54]suggested
that the two Fe in [2Fe]H are in the mixed-valent Fe(III)Fe(II) state while in the active
oxidized form, but the Fe(I)Fe(II) state cannot be discounted. On the other hand,
investigating "synthetic analogues"-small molecules resembling the H subcluster-by
NMR, Mossbauer, FTIR spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and electroanalytical
techniques [55-56] and the original DFT works Cao and Hall [57] led us to the current
understanding that the oxidation states the 2Fe group undergo (Fe is oxidized when
protons are reduced to hydrogen molecule, and vice versa) are the oxidized EPR-silent
Fe(II)Fe(ll); the oxidized EPR-active Fe(II)Fe(l) state; and the reduced EPR-silent
Fe(I)Fe(l) state. [43, 58-59].
While having their own merits, these experimental techniques also have their
limitations. X-ray diffraction for example cannot detect hydrogen because of its small
mass. EPR cannot detect the Fe(II)Fe(II) and Fe(I)Fe(l) species because they have no
impaired electron. Infrared spectroscopic techniques measure only vibration frequencies
of organic groups (e.g, CN- and CO). As a consequence there have been considerable
amount of in silico studies-particularly by DFT-set to understand the mechanism of
hydrogenase's catalytic process. [57, 60-64]. Based on mechanisms originally proposed
by the group of Michael Hall, H2 is adsorbed at the vacant ligand site of the distal Fe
[57].
If DTMA instead of PDT is indeed present in hydrogenase then DTMA can act as a
base to hold a proton. DTMA and Fed-H2can become DTMA-H+ and Fed-H7 implying
that having a vacant terminal Fed is important in the catalytic process [60]. Quite
recently DFT/MM (hybrid density functional theory-molecular mechanics) was used by
the group of De Gioia [64] to consider the influence of the protein environment. The
proposed mechanism is shown below. This proposal in many ways has taken in insights
from the results of the previous DFT works.
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If we follow the arrows in Figure 3.3, we trace the reaction path for the HER
(hydrogen evolution reaction), which is simply the reverse reaction of HOR. During
enzyme activation (Figure 3.3, step 1), the di-iron center is reduced by one electron
from Fe(II)Fe(II) to Fe(II)Fe(l); meanwhile the H20 ligand of the distal iron is vacated.
Subsequently (step 2), the active site then gains another electron and reduces the central
di-iron to Fe(I)Fe(l); at the same time, the amine group of DTMA is protonated. The
next step (step 3) shows the formation of a hydride on the distal Fe terminal site with
the oxidation of the di-iron center to Fe(II)Fe(II); in other words, two electrons were
transferred from the Fe(I)Fe(l) to the incoming proton from DTMA. Another proton
then attaches to DTMA (step 4) and then another electron reduces the di-iron center
back to Fe(II)Fe(l) (step 5). The proton in DTMA and the hydride attached to the
terminal position of the distal iron then reacts to form a H2 (step 6), which eventually
evolves off as H2 gas in the last step (step 7). The cycle (steps 2 to 7) is then repeated
and repeated for the reduction of succeeding batches of protons.
The crucial terminal hydride intermediate (also predicted by previous DFT
calculations) similar to the one proposed by the above mechanism has recently been
identified by NMR spectroscopy at 203 K on an H subcluster active site mimic by
Ezzaher et. al [65]. There have been various previous attempts to synthesize

I I

hydrogenase mimics with structures containing di-iron and a combination of dithiolate
or azadithiolate bridges and various ligands, such as CO, CN-, or PCH3, and some are
efficient catalysts of proton reduction [58, 65-71]. The group of Rauchfuss found that
[Fe2(s2c3H6)-(CN)2(CO)4]2- (Figure 3.4a) generates some hydrogen gas from acidic
solution. However, protonation of the dicyanide is accompanied by irreversible
conversion of the di-iron species into an unidentified solid [66]. The highly reducing
character of this compound makes it inapplicable as a catalyst, as also indicated by
electrochemical measurements [69].

a)

Y--j~

S'S

2-

rTS

b) 0

(NC)(OC)2F.
%(co~,,(r-N)

0

CO \
CN

H/

C)

.

.f.,

(0~

PCH3

Figure 3.4. Hydrogenase Mimics synthesized by various laboratories taken from the
following references: a) Ref. [66], b) Ref [70] and c) Ref [71].
The Rauchfuss group also synthesized a "soluble" catalytically active metal sulfide
in 2004 [70] (Fig. 3.4b); without a macromolecular scaffold to hold it in the solid state,
however, the problem with using them as fuel cell electrodes would be stability. The
group of Pickett reported hydrogenase analogues with a H-cluster framework (Figure
3.4c) in 2005 [71] that did exhibit "some" catalytic properties. However, the mimic of
the Pickett group does not have sufficient CN- or equivalent electron donor groups
bonded to the Fe-Fe center to make it sufficiently catalytically active. The current state
of artificial hydrogenases can be summarized into two groups as: sufficiently active but
not sufficiently stable for fuel cell applications, and sufficiently stable but not
sufficiently active.
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Chapter
The Reduction

Four

of Oxygen

on Heme

Contrary to the present platinum-based technology, nature has its own way of
reducing dioxygen without the need for expensive rare metals. With this in mind, we
suggested using heme components [6] for fuel cell ORR catalysts. We also performed
density functional calculations on a heme-based Fe-porphyrin nanowire, where the
adjacent porphyrin macrocycles are linked in parallel, and the result is electrically
conductive [72]. Electronic conductivity is a necessary property for fuel cell electrodes
to move electrons efficiently. Thus heme-based materials are potential electrode
surfaces from the perspectives that it can both conduct electricity and reduce oxygen.

40

I
I
%iron Porphyrin/
Sk

Figure 4.1. Cytochrome P 450 (top) and cytochrome c oxidase (bottom). The heme
active sites are highlighted in yellow in broken circles. Cytochrome P 450 has one heme
group while cytochrome c oxidase has four heme groups.
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of biological

oxygen;

myoglobin

proteins
is used

that
for

oxygen transport and storage; cytochrome c oxidase and cytochrome P 450 (Figure 4. 1)
are used to reduce 02. Herne (Figure 4.2) is composed of an iron (Fe) metal center, a
porphyrin ring (Por) and some side chains. As shown in the inset of figure 4.2, Por is a
planar aromatic macrocycle made of hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen atoms. The Por ring
has a net charge of 2- and bonds to the central Fe atom through the four nitrogens. The
central Fe atom is commonly found in the 2+ and 3+ oxidation states.

--i-H

CH)

F6

O-A-C

C,

I

a

0
0

Figure 4.2. Heme is composed of an iron (Fe) metal center enclosed by

a porphyrin

macrocycle (also shown in the upper right inset) with some side chains.
Due to its biological importance, the reaction Of 02 and heme has been the subject
of many theoretical and experimental studies [73-87]. Many of these density functional
studies are performed in vacuum. This is justifiable because, while biological molecules
naturally exist in aqueous solution, the heme active sites are enclosed within
hydrophobic portions of proteins. The current understanding based on literature relevant
to our fuel cell ORR concerns can be summarized as follows:
1) X-ray diffraction and DFT calculations show that 02 normally binds to the
central Fe atom via an end-on configuration at an Fe-O-O angle of 122-130'. 02
pulls the Fe away from the porphyrin plane [79-81]. Electron transfer occurs from
Fe to the 02 in the process. The spin state of Fe changes depending on the ligands
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attached. FePor is a triplet and FePor-02

is a singlet based on density functional

studies [811.

2) We showed that Fe-porphyrin (FePor) and Fe-porphyrin with a histidine (or
imidazole) at the fifth ligand site (FePor-1m) has the ability to weaken the 0=0
bond. However, a histidine bonded to the fifth ligand site suppresses the
electronic interaction between Fe and 02, suggesting that FePor is a better ORR
catalyst than FePor-His. On the other hand, we also showed that histidine
bonded to the sixth coordination site of Fe can be used to control-specifically,
to prevent or activate-the

adsorption and desorption Of 02 and other ligands,

such as CO and NO [6].
3) A variety of mechanisms for the reduction Of 02 on FePor based molecules has
been deduced from Raman spectroscopy, Extended X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure (EXAFS) analysis and DFT calculations. Intermediates including the
formation of ferric-peroxo (Fe 3+_02-), ferric-hydroxy (Fe 3+-OH-)and ferryl-oxo
(Fe 4+_02-)complexes have been proposed [82-84].
4) CO can poison FePor. Kinetics studies show that the binding of heme with CO
is stronger than that with 02 by an affinity factor of 20,000, where affinity factor
is measured by the ratio of the equilibrium constant for heme with CO over that
with 02 (AF=Kco/K02)- (Equilibrium constant, K, is a measure of how far a
reaction goes to completion given particular initial concentrations of heme and 02
or CO). In hemoglobin and myoglobin, this poisoning effect is minimized by the
protein environment to only a CO/02 binding affinity factor of 25-270 [85].
The binding energy Of 02 on FePor was computed by density functional theory to
be 0.09 eV while that of CO was 0.27 eV [81]. CO binds vertically to the Fe and
back donation of Fe d-electrons to the vacant anti-bonding orbitals of CO occurs,
consequently enhancing the Fe-CO bond strength. The 02 in myoglobin is
thought to be stabilized by a distal histidine from the protein environment
through hydrogen bonding to make it competitive with CO. This is supported by
both experimental studies on half-saturation pressures Of 02 (P112
02) on heme and
their synthetic analogues [82, 79] as well as by DFT calculations [86]. Another
contributing factor is that CO is disfavored by steric effects in the protein as CO
requires a linear Fe-C-O geometry on FePor, whereas Fe-O-O is bent as earlier
mentioned. Collman et al. have synthesized heme analogues with hydrocarbon
groups serving as caps over the porphyrin plane. They demonstrated strong
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02/ CO)
correlation between the porphyrin-to-cap distance and M (PI12 P,/2 , which is
a measure Of 02 versus CO selectivity.
5) The activation barrier for 02 bond

dissociation

on FePor

at

1.97

eV [61 is

higher compared to Pt.

Studies have demonstrated that heme-like compounds adsorbed on or bonded to a
carbon support are catalytically active for 02 reduction [88-91]. Yet none of their
prototypes' performance rivals that of the Pt catalyst in terms of stability and efficiency.
Logically, the next course of action would be to determine how we can improve on
ORR capabilities of heme-based catalysts. We have proposed several ways to achieve
these based on density functionalcalculations.
We consider finding materials which: 1) weaken the 0-0 bond as evidenced by
increase in bond length or decrease in stretching frequency after interaction or 2)
lowering of 0-0 dissociation activation barrier as a first step towards finding alternative
ORR catalysts. Early studies involve utilizing physical techniques, such as inducing the
side-on interaction Of02 with FePor [92] (Figure 4.3), to achievethis. The 0---0 bond of
the side-on adsorbed 02 on FePor-02 is relatively weak (1.42 A versus 1.2 A Of02 gas
in vacuum), and the side-on 0-0 bond dissociation barrier (1.35 eV) on FePor is
energeticallycomparableto that of the well-known platinum catalyst as shown in figure
4. We proposed impinging 02 as oriented- molecular-beams [93-95] aligned to the heme
surfaceto verify our suggestion.
Side-on
02

..............

4

1.35
1.97

0.00
-0.62

.

0.19

.................~I
eavlng 0. bond

End-on 02

Figure 4.3. The bond dissociation barrier of side-on and end-on 02 on Fe-Por are 1.35
eV and 1.97 eV respectively.
Another proposal involves magnetizing (1m)FePor-02 [FePor-02 with an imidazole]
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to the triplet state [96] as shown in Figure 4.4. The addition of an imidazole (1m)
opposite 02 on FePor while, at the same time, inducing the triplet state also lowers the
activation energy for the dissociation of 0-0

on heme. The imidazole was said to

enhance spin polarization on the Fe and weakening of 0-0 bond in the triplet state. By
inducing the triplet state, the activation barrier for 0-0 dissociation barrier is lowered to
1. 19 eV We suggested that a strong external magnetic field be applied for this purpose.
1.19
0.50
0 .00

IV
tkV

Figure

4.4. Adding

an imidazole

reduced

the bond dissociation

barrier

ligand

below

the Fe and

Of 02 on Fe-Por

inducing

the triplet

state

to I .19 ev.

While these physical techniques are academically interesting, inducing the triplet
state and the side-on interaction are challenging tasks that have yet to be addressed.
Furthermore, having to excite heme prior to the catalytic process defeats the idea of
designing a more efficient catalyst. Undeniably, the main goal of catalysis is to provide
an alternative reaction path with lower energy barriers (due to interaction with the
catalyst). Impinging an excited singlet 02 or applying a strong magnetic field merely
added a pre-excitation step to the activation process without lowering the energy of
transition state. In other words, it merely changes the reaction from a one-step activation
process to a two-step activation process.
Consequently, in our more recent works, we focus on designing new materials, such
as Cytochrome c oxidase mimics. Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is an enzyme that
catalyzes cell respiration in virtually all aerobic organisms. The active site of CcO is a
heme-copper binuclear center, where a Cu complex affects 02-herne binding and the
0-0

bond reductive cleavage [97]. The catalytic activity of CcO in biological systems

motivated us to evaluate whether a Cu complex would accelerate 02 dissociation on
FePor.
We consider FePor and copper-(imidazole)3 [CU(IM)3]as the representative of the
active binuclear center of CcO (Figure 4.5) [98]. The Cu binds to the distal oxygen atom
of FePor-02 and, in effect, weakens the 0-0 bond. This is manifested by an increase in
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0=0 bond length (1.32 A for FeP-02 versus 1.38 A for FeP-02-CU(IM)3) and a decrease
in 0=0

stretching frequency (1211 cm-1 to 1082 cm-1). We find that the CU(IM)3

weakens the 0-0

bond primarily by electron transfer to the oxygen atoms. In the

FeP-02, the charges of the Fe and 02 are 0.964 and -0.229, respectively. In the
FeP-02-[CU(IM)31, on the other hand, the charges of the Fe and 02 are 1.531 and
-0 .717/-0.877, respectively. 02 bond weakening leads to easier 0-0 bond dissociation
while the negative charge transfer to 0 makes it more reactive to H+; both suggests
ORR catalysis.
While we have yet to completed reaction path for ORR on a CcO (to form the final
product water), experimental studies [99] have already shown that cytochrome c oxidase
mimics can indeed be synthesized to perform ORR at high turnover rates. However, the
experiments involved were intended to understand the mechanism of ORR of biological
CcO and not performed to simulate PEFC applications.

Figure 4.5. The active binuclear center of CcO. The Cu(Im)3 binds to the distal
oxygen atom of FePor-02We has also considered oxomolybdenum porphyrin, MoO(Por), as a potential ORR
catalyst [100]. It has been experimentally shown that the 0-0 bond increases in length
after 02 is adsorbed on MoO(Por) [101-103]. Our density functional calculations show
that the bond length of the adsorbed 02 is 1.42 A, much longer than that of gaseous 02,
1.21 A. The binding energy of the adsorbed 02 in MoO(por) (Figure 4.6) is about
0.611 eV, which indicates that the Mo-O bond is weakly stable. In the adsorption
process, the electrons in the HOMO of MoO(Por), which are primarily the d-orbitals of
the Mo atom, transfer to the 7r* orbitals of the coming 02. As an increase in the 71*
orbitals occupancy and bond lengthening indicates weakening, we think it makes the
formation of isolated 0 atoms for further reaction with protons and electrons to produce
the water molecules easier. But due to the low binding energy Of 02 on MoO(por) ,
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applying current to an oxo-molybdenum

porphyrin electrode at elevated PEFC

temperature will most likely have the same effect as heating or irradiating the said
material-i.e.,

reverse the 02 adsorption process. Hence, it is quite unlikely that

MoO(por) will complete the ORR process because of this reverse reaction. Further
design modification MoO(Por) is, therefore, expected to make the use of this catalyst a
reality.
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Figure 4.6. 02 (02-03) adsorbed on oxomolybdenum porphyrin,
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Chapter
Five
Methodology

The amount of density functional theory (DFT) studies on platinum, heme and
hydrogenase discussed in the previous chapters is a testament of its applicability in
explaining the HOR and ORR processes. In the subsequent two chapters, we take
DFT to the next step by using it, not to explain, but to design and predict the
properties of novel heme-based and hydrogenase-based catalyst materials. In this
chapter, we introduce the DFT method that was used in our calculations: i.e.,
Gaussian03 [104] implementation of 133LYP exchange-correlation functional, which
is a hybrid of Hartree-Fock, LSDA and GGA methods, with a variety of basis sets
ranging from Land2DZ to 6-3 1+G(d,p) .
5.1 Hartree-Fock

Approximation

The Schrodinger equation ( I~T = ET ), of many-electron systems, such as
molecules,

is solvable

only with certain

approximations.

For example,

always

applied

in electronic
structure
calculation
of molecules
is the
Born-Oppenhiemer
approximation,
which is explained as follows: due to the great relative mass of atomic
nuclie to their electrons, we can consider electrons as moving around stationary nuclie.
This simplifies
the Schrodinger
equation
of our molecules
by allowing
us to set
nuclear kinetic energy to zero and treat internuclear
repulsive potential as a constant.
This shortens the Hamiltonians
of molecules
into so-called "electronic"
Hamiltonians:
IV

N
+N

i=1 A=1
where

the if is reduced

(5.1)

into three operators

that describe:

the attractive
nuclear-electronic
potential,
Density Functional
Theory, the expectation
of external

electric

or

magnetic

fields

the electronic

kinetic

energy,

interelectronic
repulsive
potential.
In
value of the second term plus the effects
are

collectively

referred

to

as "external

potential".

Perhaps the pivotal approximation that made first principles calculations viable is
that of Hartree-Fock [105-106]. The Hartree-Fock approximation is physically sound
and computationally possible. The errors of its results are small enough to explain
many atomic phenomena although not energetically accurate enough to predict
chemical reactions. It approximates the N-electron wave function of atoms (or
molecules) as an antisymmetric product of one-electron wave functions Xj(xi), which
is a combination of radial and spin functions ~(r)cy(s). The product is called a Slater
determinant ((DsL)):

T --- CP 15D=

I

aer

X

V
1(--)XZ
( TZ)... X N ( -7N)

(5.2)

By expanding the Hartree-Fock determinant and grouping the Hamiltonian into parts:
(ijh~), ((+iiUj) ) and (ijji) the expectation value, EHF,can be expressed as:
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IV

EHF~((DSIJ(1)"
,0)=I i
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N
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(5.3)

where
I

Z.41,

(iliilj)=fx*(xl.)f -1/2V'
contains

(ii
contains

the Laplacian

)C1"rjd.f

.X

7r

and the nuclear

1A

interaction

(5.4)
term,

f f JXi(~fjf
I Ixj (._;F2
)12d .~jd _.~~2
r12

the classical

(5.5)

electron-electron

(Ylji)=
f f Xi(xj)xj(i~j)

X

repulsion

term,

and,

X*
I(X-,)
- d.-~jd:i~,
(5.6)

contains

the exchange

term.

The energy associated with the last term, exchange energy (ExHE) is entirely a
consequence of Pauli's exclusion principle and is mathematically accounted for by the
HFofantisymmetry
theSlater
deteminants
. Of note, E,, quantity is part of the hybrid
133LYP DFT method. By applying the Euler-Lagrange method of variational calculus
to find the lowest energy, a set of Hartree-Fock equations are obtained:
ri

These equations

(5.7)

are solved consistently

until the minimum,

EHF, is achieved.

5.2 Density functional theory
Superior to the Hartree-Fock approximation is the Density Functional theory
(DFT) approach [107-109]. DFT in principle can exactly represent the electronic state
of atoms, molecules or solids. The limitation lies only in the approximations of the socalled exchange and correlation energy, (Exc).We encountered exchange energy in the
Hartree-Fock approximation. Correlation energy, E, , on the other hand, is :
Ec=Eground state-EHF
(5.8)
The Hartree-Fock equation approximates that electrons react with the average
potential (Z2) of the other electrons as shown in equation 5.5. In reality, electrons
correlate their movement dynamically trying to avoid each other giving rise to E,
DFT is based on the lemma of Hohenberg and Kohn [ 107] which states that the
ground state density, n(r), of a quantum mechanical system determines the external
potential, v(r), uniquely to within an additive constant C
n(r) --> unique v(r).
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V

Integrating n(r) determines N (i.e. total electrons of the system)0 thus, the
Hamiltonian of the system and, henceadl properties that can be determined from the
Hamiltonian. From this lemma, energy as a functional of n(r) can be determined
vari ational Iy wi th tria] wave f unctions, T[ n(r)].
(5.9)
where F[n(r)] in its practi cadf orm 110] is
_XC

(5.10)
The energy of the ground state can be solved variationally aa
(5.11)
If E,, is replaced with E, (and E, is ignored), the physical meaning of these equations
is the same as the Hartree-Fock approximation. Similarly, Evw[n(r)] adso have the
following associated Euler-Lagrange equation, better known as the Kohn-Sha~n [1081
equations:

V +
(5.12a)

(5.12b)
These equations are solved self-consistentlylikein theHartree-Fock approachwith an
additionad V,, term i nstead of V, only. However, whiIe the additional computationad
resources necessitated by adding the Vc is rather minimal, the quality of results
generated by DIFTisgreatly enhanced over HFintermsof theaccuracy.
In our studies, the unique external potentiadv(r) is set by the position and charges
of the atomic nud ei of the molecules of interest. The total numbers of ellectrons of our
molecules, N, are also known. We solve the Kohn-Sharnequations by systematically
varying coefficients our basis sets (discussed below) to determine- total electronic
energy of the molecules in the ground state (E[n(r)]), orbitailenergies ( (~ ) and wave
function ( i,,) of each electron, total electron density distribution (n(r)) and, from
there, vibrational force constants of chemical bonds and charge distribution in the
molecule.
The simplest approximation for exchange and correlation energy is the local
density approximation, LDA, and its spin-dependent version, LSIDA,which is based
on the assumptionthat
ExcLDA
[nj=fn(r)E:xc(n(r))
dr
(5.13)
where cxc(n(r)) is exchange-correlation energy per electron, E;x,,=E;x
+ E;c. The
exchange energy, E;x,of each el ectron, in LDA is based on the exchange energy of a
homogeneous electron gas of density, n, which has a quite well-known form
7T

(5 .14)

1eadi ng to
L111A
= -3/2(3
EX
~:j
7T)If

14/3

~' &
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(5.15).

Correlation energy, c, on the other hand, such as that suggested by Vosko, Wilk and
Nusair [I I I I is an analytical expression derived from Monte Carlo Simulations of a
uniform electron gas done by Ceperly and Alder [ 112]. But while a uniform electron
gas reasonably represents the valence electrons of metal surfaces, it does not do so for
molecular systems.
A drastic improvement over the LDA approach is the GGA or Generalized
Gradient approximation where exchange and correlation energy is not considered only
a functional of n(r) but also its gradient, Vn(r). Becke [113] found an exchange GGA
that reproduces the asymptotic behavior of exchange energy expressed as:
F-7
P-AR8

-LSDA

224;3
X2
U
G -1-(31-)
X_ <ilIfl-I _V11)
(5 .16)
where E, LSDAiS
the exchange energy by the local spin-density approximation
(spin-dependent version of LDA),
v
'- 4/3 is gradient correction of exchange term , and,
b is an empircally fitted constant, -.0042 a.u.
Another popular exchange functional was introduced by Perdew in 1986 [114].
Perdew 1986 is free of any empirical parameters and has been a popular choice for
studying solids, while Beck3 1988 remains the choice for molecular calculations.
For correlation functionals, the consequences of applying GGA are also significant.
The most popular GGA correlation functional being used for molecular systems are
LYP (Lee-Yang-Parr) [115], P86 (Perdew 1986) [116] and PW91 (Perdew and Wang
1991)[1171.
5.3 The Hybrid B3LYP Method
Generally, GGA gives reliable results for all main types of chemical bonds, except
van der Waals interaction. Nevertheless, the search for more accurate functionals
continues. Perhaps, one of the most successful is the use of hybrid functionals. Hybrid
functionals mix a fraction of Hartee-Fock exchange with DFT exchange functionals
and a fraction of local correlation with gradient-corrected functional. The mixing
involves empirically established weight factors, which may seem to be a drawback
theoretically but has been proven to be advantageous practically over the past years.
The B3LYP method was first implemented by Dr. M. J. Frisch of what is now
Gauslan, Inc. in 1994 to explain vibrational absorption and circular dichroism spectra
of 4-methyl-2-oxetanone, obtained by the group of Prof. P. J. Stephens at the
University of Southern California [ 118]. At that time, Becke [ 119] has just introduced
the "hybrid" tunctionals, Hattee-Fock results were known to be insufficiently accurate
and MP2 (Moeller-Plesset 2nd order perturbation theory) was too computationally
expensive. After evaluating a variety of exchange and correlation functionals, B3LYP
turned out clearly superior over HF, LSDA, BLYP. Subsequent studies have also
shown B3LYP to be appropriate for molecular systems, including heme and
hydrogenase [57, 64, 80].
The B3LYP exchange and correlation energy is expressed as a combination (or a
"hybrid") of local and gradient -corrected exchange/correlation terms and the exact
Hartree-Fock exchange term. It is implemented in Gaussian 03 as shown below:
+
E"
(5 .17)
where E,, B3LYPis B3LYP exchange-correlation energy term,
ao, ax, a, are parameters determined by Becke to be 0.2, 0.72, 0.81 from
experimental heats of formation of small molecules,
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EXLSDAis the local spin-density exchange functional energy term
EXHFis the exact Hartree-Fock exchange energy term
AExB88is Becke's gradient correction to the exchange energy term.
E CLYP
is the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation energy term which includes density

6.1

gradient ternis, and,
E,v'vN is the local correlation energy term of Vosko, Wilk and Nusair.
Most of the calculations we did were performed with 133LYP except for section
(A Density Functional
Analysis
on the Electronic
Properties
Fe-Only

Hydrogenase Analogues) where the BPW91 pure DFT method yielded better results
than 133LYP. BPW91 uses Becke 1988 for exchange and Perdew-Wang 1991 for
correlation. The term "pure" is used to differentiate "B" from "133", which in contrast
is a "hybrid" of DFT and Hartree-Fock exchange.
5.4 The Basis Sets
When atoms cluster together into molecules, electrons (especially the valence
ones) do not isolate themselves to their respective nucleus. On the contrary, they
interact with all nuclei and electrons in the molecule. The new electronic states which
are formed when atoms cluster into molecules are called "molecular orbitals". The
numerical solution of the Kohn-Sham equation is performed by expanding the
molecular orbitals as a set of suitable basis functions and solving the resulting
equation by varying coefficients of this expansion until energy is minimized to a
convergence factor of 10-5 (normal, used in geometry optimization) or 10-10(tight,
used for determining energy of the system). One can approximate the molecular
orbitals as a Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) . In the LCAO approach,
each one-electron molecular orbital (~j) is approximated as the sum of all atomic
orbitals in the molecule multiplied by a constant factor, c, as shown in equation
below:

(5.18)
where the coefficients, C,j are determined self-consistently.
The collection of one-electron wave functions, X, plus its corresponding nuclear
potential, Z, of an atom is called its basis set. In Gaussian 03, one-electron
wavefunctions are represented by a combination of gaussian functions, G, to fit Slater
functions, S. (Slater type trial functions were shown to describe atomic orbitals well
but are much harder to converge computationally than Gaussian functions.)
S~,,,n(r,0, ~)=N,/r--1e-1'Y1M(0,
o

(5.19)

where N,j is normalization constant = (2~)n+' /[(2n)!]
Y,m(O,~) are the spherical harmonics
4, zeta, is a variationally determined parameter
S,,,.(r, 0, ~);z~Y_d,,j.Qjm(r, 0, ~)

(5.20)
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where d,,in,are chosen to fit a slater function, and,
Q,i. is N.r'-le -,r2 Yj,,(0, ~) where the cc's are
Guassian functions into a Slater function.

also

used

to

fit

the

Some basis sets contain the wave functions
for all its electrons and a potential to
represent
the nucleus; these are called "all-electron"
basis sets . Others contain only
the valence electrons, and the inner electrons are considered together with the nucleus
as an effective
nuclear charge, which is called a "psuedocore"
potential. Basis sets
with psuedocore
potentials
are useful for big atoms, so as not to overwhelm
the
computers with too much electron wavefunctions.
This is a valid approach
core electrons are known not to contribute to chemical bonding anyway.

since inner

Aside from the number of atoms in a molecule and the number of electrons of
each atom, another factor that contributes to the amount of the computational
resources needed is the "size" of the basis set, i.e., how many Gaussian functions are
used to describe each electron. Bigger basis sets use more Gaussian functions and
approximates the wave functions of electrons more accurately but requires greater
computational resources. In our case, we use the smallest basis set that can accurately
predict geometry (-2-3% error), vibrational frequencies (IR or Raman -50 cm-1
error) and/or vertical detachment energy (-0. 15 eV error) depending on availability of
expermental data of related compounds, such as synthesized heme- and hydrogenasemimics.
For our hydrogenase studies, we find the 6-3 I+G(d,p) and 6-31 I+G(d,p) [121]
basis sets appropriate. Both 6-31+G(d,p) and 6-311+G(d,p) basis sets use six
Gaussian functions to fit one Slater function for inner electrons. For valence electrons,
6-3 I+G(d,p) uses two slater functions (double zeta); three and one gaussian functions
are used to fit the two slater functions, respectively. On the other hand, 6-31 I+G(d,p)
uses three slater functions (triple zeta) for valence electrons; three, one and one
gaussian functions are used to fit the three slater functions, respectively. "(s,p)"
(polarized basis set) indicates that additional gaussian functions with angular
momentum higher than the ground-state configuration were included to allow atomic
orbitals to change shape. For example, in the case of carbon, (d,p) denotes a dfunction added to p-orbitals; in the case of hydrogen, (d,p) denotes a p-function
added to s-orbitals . + (diffused basis set) indicates the addition of a gaussian function
with a small exponent to allow electron density to spread out. For the design of hemebased catalysts, we find the LanLD2Z [122] basis set appropriate. LanL2DZ uses the
double zeta functions for C, H and N, and the Los Alamos pseudo-core potential plus
double zeta functions for Pt, Fe, Co, Ni, Ge, Pb and Sn.
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Chapter
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Hydrogenase-based

Catalyst

for

HOR

With heme, our preferred nature-inspired alternative ORR catalyst, the active metal
is housed in the organic macrocyclic, porphyrin. Aside from perturbing the electronic
properties of iron in a positive way, porphyrin furnishes the metal active center with a
desirable solid state environment making it suitable for heterogeneous catalytic
processes (oxygen is in the gaseous state while the electrodes must remain in the solid
state). Fe-porphyrins, for example, can be readily mixed with graphite materials and
even heat treated to make a fuel cell cathode [42]. The Fe-only hydrogenase active site,
[2Fe]H subcluster (Figure 6.1a), which is highly soluble in water, on the other hand is
not as fortunate. The design of a [2Fe]H analogue on solid state support (scaffold) that
maintains its catalytic activity is therefore necessary. This is a challenging task since the
hydrogenase active site is 3-dimentional (unlike heme, which is planar) and binuclear
(two irons). Furthermore, the origin of its catalytic behavior is not well understood.
6.1. A Density

Functional

Analysis

on the

Electronic

Properties

Fe-Only

Hydrogenase Analogues
We first considered using hydrogenase as a potential anode material in 2005 [5]. Our
calculations show that the dissociation barrier of H-H on the hydrogenase active site can
be as low as 0.05 eV. To further investigate the nature of the [2Fe]H subcluster, we now
studied the electronic structure of two hydrogenase analogues [122]-compounds

I

[(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2_ and 11 [Fe2(CO)4fMeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]-'-by
density functional theory. The structure of compounds I and 11 are shown in Figures
6.1b and 6.1c.
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Figure 6.1. The active site of Fe-only hydrogenase, the [2Fe]H subcluster (a), and its
synthetic

analogues

l(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2-

(b)

and

[Fe2(CO)4lMeSCH2c(me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]-(c). We refer to (b) and (c) as compounds I
and 11, respectively, and the encircled sulfur in (c) as the terminal sulfur ligand.
Results are compared with electron affinities and molecular orbital energies
obtained by Gas-phase photodetachment photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) in the
previous work by Yang et al [123]. While PES is an outstanding tool to study the
electronic structure, we are re-visiting these results due to the current availability of
more sophisticated computational tools. Electron affinity~ a measure of ion and free
radical stability, is important in the electronic transfer and reactions of biological
processes. An accurate description of the electronic structure of the 2Fe3S hydrogenase
analogues is of key importance in our efforts to understand its catalytic behavior and
design new HERMOR catalytic materials.
We modeled and performed spin-restricted density functional calculations on
compounds I and 11, in the singlet ground state as implemented in GAUSSIAN 03[104].
While there were actually five compounds studied by Yang et. al [123], three were not
considered due to the similarity of their bonding at the iron centers and of their PES
experimental results to the two compounds studied herein. Full geometry optimization
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was performed using 6-31+G(d,p) with the three parameter Becke/Lee-Yang-Parr
(133LYP) hybrid DFT functionals and Becke/Perdew-Wang (BPW91) pure DFT
functionals for our exchange-correlation functionals. For single-point energy,
calculations were also performed with 6-311+G(d,p), 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets with
133LYPand BPW91.
For Electron affinity (EA), or more precisely the Adiabatic Detachment Energy
(ADE),

spin-unrestricted

single point energy

calculations

were performed

on

[(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)211-and [Fe2(CO)41'MeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]obased on the
relaxed
geometry
obtained
for
[(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2and
[Fe2(CO)4fMeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]-, respectively. Geometry optimization was
not performed in consideration of the Franck-Condon factor. Electron affinity is
computed as: EAADE=E(optimized anion)-E(single-point calc. anion+l) [124].
We compare the Adiabatic Detachment Energy from our DFT calculations with PES
data as shown in Table 6. 1. We found that 6-311 +G(d,p) yields result comparable to the
bigger 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets. B3LYP exchange and correlation functionals tend to
slightly underestimate the EA, while BPW91 tends to slightly overestimate it. With spin
unrestricted calculations however, spin contamination was significantly larger for
133LYP (-16%) than BPW91 (-2%). All results are well within the expected ::LO.2eV
[124] of the experimental value of 1.5 and 3.3 eV for compounds I and 11,respectively.
Table 6.1. Comparison of Electron Affitnity (ADE) values in eV for compounds I and 11
obtained

by DFT

calculation

[using 133LYP and BPW91

with

6-3 I+G(d,p),

6-3 11+G(d,p) and 6-31 1++G(d,p)] versus experimental PES technique from Ref. 123.
Compound I

Compound 11

[(i-PDT)Fe-,(CO)4(C'N)21

[FC-'(CO)4tMeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)2 ~(CN)]-

B3LYP

BPW91

B31,YP

BPW91

6-31+G(d,p)

0071

0.302

3.234

3.401

6-311+G(d,p)

-0.002

0256

3 168

3418

6-31 1++CT(d,p)

0.064

O~229

3,236

1420

Expt'l EA [123]

0.15

0 15

3 3

13

The molecular orbital energies from our BPW91/6-31 I+G(d,p) calculation are now
reported.

Molecular orbitals obtained with smaller basis sets [BPW91/6-31+G(d,p)

and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)] do not show significantly different results for spin restricted
systems, while molecular orbitals of the bigger basis set calculations cannot be retrieved
for 133LYP due to memory limitations. Nevertheless, our results and the PES data
obtained by Yang et al showed consistent trends. Specifically, energy regions of
molecular orbitals in our calculation corresponds well to the bands in the PES spectra,
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and energy gaps with no molecular orbitals present coincides well with valleys in the
PES spectra. The energy of the molecular orbitals and their corresponding regions in the
PES are shown in Table 6.2. For 1, the near HOMO levels cannot be seen in the PES
because they are positive values. For 11, the near HOMO region can be seen as
predicted our DFT calculations in the PES but the signal is weak indicating the
wavelength (157 nm) used could too high for this region.
Table 6.2. Comparison of the BPW91/6-311+G(d,p) molecular orbital energies with
photoelectron spectra obtained by Yang et al [ 123]. Energy regions of molecular orbitals
in our calculation corresponds well to the bands in the photoelectron spectra, while
energy gaps with no molecular orbitals present coincides with valleys in the spectra.

MO no

55-58

Compound I

Compound 11

[(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2 ]2-

FeI(CO)41,MeSCH,C(Me)-(CH,S)2) (CN)I-

Energy (eV)
(I eV gap)
-7.4 to -6.9

PES region

D band

(I ev gap)

MO no.

Energy (eV)

71

-8 .5

72

-8 .4

73

-8 .1

74-88

-7 .8 to -6.8

B band

89-93

-6 .4 to 6.0

A band

94

(0.4eV gap)
-5.5

PES region

59

-5 .9

60

-5.5

C band

61-75

-4 .8 to -3.4

B band

76-78

-3.2 to -2.9

A band

79

(0. 6 eV gap)
-2 .3

95

(0, 8 ev gap)
-4 .8

(0. 9 eV gap)

96-102

-4 .4 to -3.0

X band

80

-1 .5

81-88

-2.05 to 0.0

X and

103-108

(0.6eV gap)
-2 .4 to - 1.7

Weak

89-95

019 to 1 5

Cannot

109

-1 .43 (HOMO)

96

1.76 (HOMO)

be seen by PES

signals

Wave functions of the HOMO and LUMO are plotted in Figure 6.2. As can be seen
in the figure, electrons in each orbital are delocalized between the iron centers and the
ligands. The Fe-Fe bonding and anti-bonding are still clearly seen for the HOMO and
LUMO respectively as described for Fe2S2CO6 clusters [125]. The other near
HOMO-LUMO wave functions (not shown) all possessed iron properties; orbitals with
predominantly ligand characteristics are not seen.
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[(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2- I and [Fe2(CO)4(MeSCH2C(Me)-(CH2S)21(CN)]- 11, and
their corresponding energy (eV).
In 11, it can be seen that HOMO electrons also cover the terminal sulfur. This
corroborates the works of Schwab et al. [126] that the [2Fe]H subcluster and the
neighboring 4Fe4S cluster found in biological systems, should actually be designated as
an electronically inseparable 6Fe6S. This, however, does not imply that only [2Fe]H
subcluster analogues with 4Fe4S analogues will be catalytically active to HER/HOR;
indeed, Gloaguen et al. [70] has also shown that replacing a cyanide group in compound
I with CH31?results in a catalytically active compound.
The HOMO energy of I is much higher than that of 11, which is understandable
because I is in the -2 anionic state cf -1 for 11.
ligands-specifically,

To compare the effects of

a second CN versus a terminal sulfur ligand-

results for

compound I after one electron is removed [(i-PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)21- or

"compound

I-le"] were compared with compound 11. We found that I- I e has a much lower HOMO
at -3.7 eV versus -1.43 eV for 11, even if their Ne centers have the same oxidation
states. Mulliken charge analysis also shows that the terminal sulfur has a stronger
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electron donating effect than CN ligand with He charges of 4.88 for I-le and 4.66 for
11.
From the standpoint of computational materials design, it can be seen that changing
ligands will primarily affect the charge distribution and HOMO/LUMO wave
function/energy levels of 2Fe2S clusters. We therefore think that similarities in electron
affinity, He

charge density and HOMO/LUMO characteristics to the biologically

present active site should be bases for predicting catalytic activity of Fe-only
hydrogenase analogues. With this systematic knowledge, we will be able to design and
predict the catalytic activity of theoretical [2Fe]H analogues even before they are
actually synthesized.
6.2 Hydrogenase Analogue on Calixarenes
As a first attempt, we consider thiol derivatives of calixarenes (Le, replacing the
-OH groups with -SH groups) as possible scaffolds to hold the [2Fe][j active site in
solid state [126].

Calixarenes are cyclic oligomers of phenols, examples of which are

shown in Figure 6.3. The name is derived from "calix", which is Greek for vase, and
"arenes" because of the aromatic moieties present in the macromolecule . To name
specific calixarenes, a prefix is added to indicate how the macromolecule has been
modified; the digit between "calix" and "arene" refers to the number of benzene rings in
the macromolecule. These molecular vases have been derivatized in many ways to
achieve desired physical and chemical properties. For example, many metal complexes
have been attached on the lower rim (where the phenolic OH is located) to achieve
catalysts for the Wacker oxidation of olefins [127].

The upper rim (position opposite

[para-] the -OH), on the other hand, has been derivatized to improve solubility in water
and prevent conformational changes [128].
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Figure

6.3. Examples

of calixarenes.

25,26,27,28,29-pentahydroxycalix[5]arene

(a) p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene

[129]

(b)

[130] (c) hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene [128]

(d) titanium(IV) p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene complex [ 13 1
As a testament of its metal-holding ability, a number of patents have been issued
involving the use of calixarenes as ionophores. Izatt et. al. was awarded a patent for a
process that uses a calixarenes to recover cesium from radioactive waste [132]. The
Hitachi Chemical Co. were issued a patent for preparing calixarenes and using them as
absorbents of heavy metals [133] Shinkai et al., have been issued a patent for the use of
a calixarene to trap uranium as U02 2+ in sea water. The resin is stated to absorb 108
ggU/0. I g in 7 days at a flow rate of 20 ml/min. [ 134].
We aim to mimic the [2Fe]H sub-site of hydrogenase by first replacing the -OH
groups of calixarenes with -SH groups [126]. More importantly, however, the sulfur
atoms have to be at certain positions on a calixarene that resembles the hydrogenase
di-iron site. While calixarenes may vary in conformations and sizes, finding the right
scaffold remained challenging. We employ various steps in materials design, which can
be summarized into the following steps:
Step 1. We perform DFT calculations
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on [2Fe]H subcluster analogues

[(PDT)Fe2(CO)61 (a) and [(PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2-(b) and confirmed
modelling parameters by comparing our results (Table 6.3) versus IR data
obtained by experiment [56, 135-136]and previous DFT calculations [57]. We
then performed DFT calculations on a hydrogenase analogue similar to what we
expect to obtain from our design (Figure 6.4) as implemented in Gaussian03
[ 104]. The system caffies a charge of -I and multiplicity of 1. The basis set and
exchange/correlation functionals were 6-31+G(d,p) and 133LYPrespectively.
The charge was chosen because [2Fe]Hanalogues generally contain Fe(I)Fe(l)
centers during synthesis. The Fe-Fe optimized distance is 2.51A. Those for
Fe-SI and Fe-S2 are between 2.36-2.38 A, for Fe-S3 is 2.32A, and for SI-S2 is
3.37A.

J

Figure 6.4.

[2Fe]H subcluster analogue similar to what we expect obtain to

design. Sulfurs, are numbered for later (Table 6.4) reference.
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from

our

Table 6.3. Comparison of IR Frequencies (cm-') of [2Fe]H subcluster analogues
[(PDT)Fe2(CO)61 (a) and [(PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]2-(b) between our calculated/predicted
results [vi (predicted) = 24.684 + 0.95189 vi(calcd)] versus those predicted by a
previous DFT study [57] and by experiments [56, 135-136]
Obtained
This

by Cao

study

Experimental

and Hall DFT calcs.
Calculated
CN

Predicted

predicted
Co

CN

Co

CN

Co

a) [(PDT)Fe2(CO)61
2141.499

2078.167

2069

2072

2092.787

2031.458

2020

2033)

2084.799

2023.798

2017

2033

2068.294

2007.971

2005

1993

2066.782

2006.521

2058.823

1998.889

b) [(PDT)Fe2(CO)4(CN)2]22175.8

2019.747

2111.059

1961.419

1958

1962

2163.48

1971.848

2099.245

1915.489

1912

1921

1949.505

1894.064

1893

1883

1929.976

1875.338

1875

Step 2. We perform density functional calculations on calix[4]arene (Figure
6.5) and confirm with our modelling parameters versus x-ray diffraction
data [129]. In this case, the charge and multiplicity used were 0 and 1, given
the neutral nonmagnetic characteristic of calixarenes. Basis sets used are
LanL2DZ for C and H of calixarene, and 6-3 I+G* for 0 and 6-311**G++ for
the four OH hydrogen atoms. 6-3 1+G * was used for oxygen to be consistent
with the basis set used for S in step 1. Bigger basis sets for the -OH hydrogen
atoms are necessary to account for the hydrogen bonding between the H and a
rather far neighboring 0. The B3LYP exchange and correlation functionals

were used. The CD-Cq,(C(Dis benzene ring carbon) distance is 1.41A,
C(D-CCH2
(CCH2
is methyl carbon) distance is 1.53A,C(D-H distance is 1.09A
and the CCH2-Hdistance is 1.10A. All these are typical bond lengths as
expected. But more importantly,the 0-0 distance is 2.65 A, which is very
close to the experimentallyreported 2.67 A [129].
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Figure 6.5. Calix[4]arene.
Step 3. We use molecular modelling kits (from HGS Maruzen) to roughly
determine the orientations of calixarenes that will likely hold the di-iron site

as shown in Figure 6.6. The bond lengths in the models are at a 2.5 cm: I A
ratio versus the molecule. Drilled polygons were used to represent atoms; the
drilled holes were precisely

situated to reproduce

angles of atomic

hybridization. Bond lengths and the geometry of our [2Fe]H site are based on
our DFT calculations. The S-S bond distance, for example, was custom cut to

correspondto 3.37 A.
lie

Figure 6.6. Estimating the fit of [2Fe]H on calixarenes.
Step 4. We model the [2Fe]H active site on calixarenes from step 3 in silico and
perform density functional calculations to determine the optimized geometry of
these compounds. We have performed geometry relaxation for a di-iron cluster
on calix[4]arene,

calix[5]arene and oxacalix[3]arene.

We did additional

calculations on calix[3]arene by replacing the oxa (-CH2-0-CH2-) linkage with
thia (-CH2-S-CH2-) and propyl (CH2)3 linkages. The results are shown in Figure
6.7 below and tabulated in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.7. Figure 5. Optimized geometry of a [2Fe]H subcluster on a) calix[4]arene, b)
calix[5]arene, calix[3]arenes with ester (-CH2-0-CH2-) c) , propyl (-CH2-CH2-CH2-) d)
and sulfide (-CH2-S-CH2-) e) linkages. The upper inset shows the legend of the atoms.
The lower inset shows the S-(Dplane angle between a sulfur atom and its benzene ring.
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Table 6.4. Optimized geometry of [2Fe]Hsubclusters on calixarenes. Bond lengths are
given in Angstroms (~) and angles in degree ('). Sulfurs are labeled as shown in Figure
6.4.

Calix[4]arene

Calix[51arene

Calix[3]arene
oxa

S(l)-S(2)

3.50 A

2.51 A
2.34, 2.36 A
2.33 A
2.39 A
4.63 A
3.18 A

S(l)-(Dplane

164.3 0

174.8 0

178.8

0

176.0

0

174.4

0

S(2)-(Dplane

164.7 0

167.1 0

178.9

0

176.0

0

174.4

0

S(3)-(Dplane

168.4 0

178.4 0

178.0

0

178.2

0

176.9

0

S(4)-(Dplane

172.0 0

177.9 0

Fe-Fe

distance

Fe-S(1&2)
Fe-S(3)

Fe-S(4)

2.52 A
2.39, 2.42 A
2.30 A
2.27 A

thia

propyl

Fe-S(5)

2.73A 2.50 A
2.61 A
2.53A 2.37, 2.44 A 2.35, 2.39 A
2.33 A 2.36 A
2.39 A

3.60 A 3.67 A

3.64 A

As can be seen from the figures and the tables above, the sulfurs are pushed
out of the benzene planes to accommodate the di-iron center. (The angle
between a sulfur atom and its benzene plane, S-(Dplane [defined in the lower
inset of Figure 6.7], should ideally be 180'.) Consequently, we have to know
how much strain is caused by such sulfur arrangements.
So lastly, in step 5, we removed the active site from our calixarene scaffold
and re-optimized the geometry (of the scaffold only without the active site).
The energy difference between the initial geometry and the relaxed geometry
(Estrairf=Einitialgeometry
without
activesite- Erelaxgeometry
without
activesite)gives us a good
idea of the strain caused by the [2Fe]H group on the calixarene scaffold. The
strain caused by [2FEIH group are equivalent to Estrumvalues of 0.92 eV for
Calix[4]arene, 0.65 eV for Calix[5]arene and 0.73 eV for oxacalix[3]arene.
For reference, we also calculated the E,tr,infor DTMA, which turned out to be
0.06 eV Replacing -CH2-O-CH2- of oxacalixarene with -CH2-S-CH2- (i.e.,
thiacalix[3]arene) and (CH2)3 increases the strain to 1.19 eV and 0.98 eV
respectively.
Our calculations has shown that calix[5]arene is the most viable macrocycle to hold the
di-iron site based on an E,Irainof 0.65 eV Our calculations also show that the crucial

hydrogenase active site is maintained in this material: having an Fe-Fe bond (2.51 A)
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and anti-bond at the HOMO and LUMO respectively (Figure 6.8); and the bonding
orbitals on the Fe centers connected to the sulfur of the electron chain (in our case, S3)
at the HOMO. Although oxacalix[3]arenemay appear to the next best alternative based
on E,t,,i,,(0.73 eV), the Fe-Fe bond is broken in this configuration (Fe-Fe distance is
2.73 A).
a)

b)

i~:

Figure 6.8. HOMO (a) and LUMO (b) of the di-iron cluster on calix[5]arene thiol.
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Chapter Seven
Design of Novel Heme-based
Catalyst

for ORR

Synthetic and natural metalloporphyrins are known to perform diverse functions.
Iron porphyrin, found as heme in hemoglobin and myoglobin, adsorbs and desorbs
oxygen in the process of transporting and storing this gas in human cells. The iron
porphyrins in cytochromes partake in electron transport during metabolism. The iron
porphyrin in cytochrome C oxidase reduces oxygen to water. The magnesium
porphyrins in chlorophylls trap and use solar energy to synthesize plant tissues from
carbon dioxide and water. Synthetic platinum porphyrins are being used as oxygen
sensors due to the fluorescence quenching effect of this gas. Synthetic metalloporphyrin
id
s have also demonstrated potential as oxygen reduction catalysts [89-91]. compoun
We have systematically investigated metal (manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel)
porphyrin systems for oxygen reduction by density-functional in light of PEFC
applications [78]. We investigated the effect of these metal porphyrins on the 0-0 bond
strength upon adsorption. It was found that02 bond weakening/dissociation capability
of a certain metalloporphyrin depends on whether the LUMO-HOMO levels involve
the corresponding metal centers, which in turn depends on the d-orbital occupancies of
the metals. The contributions from the d-electrons of the metal centers to the LUMOHOMO levels drop as their d-orbital occupancies increase, which can be simply
explained as the periodic properties of these elements. For iron and manganese
porphyrin, the d electrons of the metal centers contribute to the LUMO and HOMO
(Figures 7. 1a and 7. 1b). For nickel and cobalt porphyrin (Figures 7. 1c and 7. 1d), on the
other hand, the d-electrons of the metal centers contribute only to the
LUMO(-LUMO+I);

their d-electrons make no contribution to the HOMO levels, and

their HOMO levels only possess porphyrin characters. The catalytic activity of these
metal porphyrins in the order of best to worst was found to be: iron, manganese, nickel,
cobalt.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic representations of the LUMO, LUMO+I and LUMO+2; and
HOMO, HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 of the a and P electrons of the iron-, manganese-,
nickel- and cobalt-porphyrin. Their orbital energies are given in eV.
7.1 Depositing Pt on SnPor.
Among the metalloporphyrins, perhaps one of the most overlooked is tin (11)
porphyrin (SnPor). It is possibly because SnPor alone is known not to interact with
ligands, such as water, and slowly oxidizes in the presence of oxygen [137-138].
Experimental

studies have shown that tin (11) porphyrin (SnPor) can deposit

metals-such

as iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg), rhenium (Re) and cobalt (Co)-on

its

surface as shown in Figure 7.2. Compared to the metal-porphyrins we studied in the
past [78], these metals bonded on SnPor can be neutral (the metals in metal-porphyrins
are cations). The Mg and Co deposited on SnPor can further bond with metals such as
mercury (Hg), manganese (Mn), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co) and zinc (Zn) forming a
wire. Many of these compounds have been studied for their spectral, magnetic and
electrochemical properties. Their structures have been confirmed by X-ray diffraction
[139-144]. Studies have also demonstrated photocatalytic properties of tin porphyrins
with Pt ions in solution. The reactions catalyzed include the reduction of protons into
hydrogen gas with ascorbic acid as electron donors and the self-assembly of Pt
nanoparticles

[145-147]

However, depositing

platinum as individual

germanium, tin or lead porphyrins has not been reported.
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Figure 7.2. X-ray diffraction data of metals deposited on SnPor taken from Ref [139]
and [140].
We consider depositing Pt directly on SnPor surface as a way to minimize Pt load in
catalysts [148]. We modeled SnPor and SnPor-Pt and performed density functional
calculations with GAUSSIAN 03 [104] as shown in Figure 7.3. We used the LANL2DZ
basis set and the three-parameter Becke/Lee-Yang-Parr (133LYP) exchange-correlation
functionals. It should be noted that both Sn(II) and Sn(IV) can react with porphyrins to
form SnPor (neutral) and SnPor2+ , respectively. However, experimental studies show
that transition metals can deposit on SnPor. Also, our calculations show that the
SnPor2+-Pt has its Sn ion out of the porphyrin plane similar to that of SnPor-Pt and is
energetically less stable than SnPor-Pt. Therefore, SnPor2+-Pt will likely be neutralized
by two electrons to SnPor-Pt anyway before it accepts another electron to donate to a
ligand during reduction reaction.
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We consider SnPor and SnPor-Pt with spin multiplicities of 1, 3, 5, and 7 to
determine the ground state of both compounds. We fully relaxed the geometry at each
spin state. Using the same computational conditions mentioned above, we also
calculated the energy and optimized geometry of SnPor-Pt with a negative one (-I)
charge. We repeated calculations for SnPor and SnPor-Pt to confirm the Mulliken
charge distribution of using the SDD basis set. The Mulliken charge distribution
obtained was similar (difference of <0. 1). However, LANL2DZ yielded a slightly better
geometric agreement with X-ray diffraction data for SnPor, and so we report the data
therefrom.
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Figure 7.3.
Figure
7.3. Optimized
Optimizedgeometry
geometry ofof. (a) SnPor and (b) SnPor-Pt.
We first computed for the ground state of SnPor and compared our results with the
geometry obtained experimentallyby X-ray diffraction [138] to confirm the suitability
of our selected computational parameters. Our results are well within the expected
accuracy of DFT calculations as shown in Table 7. 1. N plane refers to the average of all
possible planes defined three-atom combinationsof the fours nitrogen atoms. CCC
refers
to the carbons directly bonded to nitrogen. NI-N2 refers to nitrogens that are beside
each other while N I -N3 refers to nitrogensthat are opposite each other.
Our calculations indicate that the ground state is a singlet (Table 7.2), which is
consistent with its observed diamagnetism. The geometry is non-planar as shown in
Figure 7.3a. Sri lies 0.997 A above the plane of the porphyrin. This has been attributed
to the huge atomic radius of Sn(II), which discourages it from fitting into the relatively
small porphyrin ring center.
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Table

7.1. Calculated

SnPor.

N

plane

combinations

versus

refers

to

of the fours

nitrogen.

NI-N2

refers

nitrogens

that are opposite

experimental
the

average

nitrogen

atoms.

to nitrogens

values

of important

of

possible

all

aC

refers

that are beside

geometric

planes

defined

to the carbons
each

parameters

directly

other while

Nl-N3

of

three-atom
bonded

to

refers

to

each other.
Calculated

Experimental [138]

2.296

2.276-2.286

0.997

1.018

1.392

1.367-1.378

NI-Sn-N2

79.12

78.41-78.58

N I -Sn-N3

128.5

127.3

Sn-N--aC

124.82

123.5-124.5

Bondlength (A)
Sn-N
Sn-N

Plane

N--aC

Bond Angle (')

Table

7.2. Relative

energies

versus

spin multiplicities

Energy (eV)

Spin multiplicity

We proceeded

of SnPor and SnPor-Pt.

SnPor

SnPor-Pt

I

0

0

3

0.11

2.53

5

1.03

2.87

7

4.76

5.02

with

calculating

the interaction

between

SnPor

and Pt. The relaxed

geometry is shown in Figure 7.3b. The bond distance between Pt and Sriis 2.418 A. Our
calculations gave a binding energy of 3.13 eV This indicates that SnPor-Pt is very
stable. Figure 7.4a illustrates the bonding orbitals between the Pt and SnPor. The Sri sp,
components of these orbitals donate electrons to partly filled orbitals of Pt; this leads to
the spin relaxation of Pt into the singlet state. In other words, SnPor acts like a ligand
bonding to Pt. Of note, the molecular orbital 86 of SnPor-Pt in Figure 7.4a corresponds
to the HOMO of SnPor bonding with d, 2sp atomic orbital components of Pt. This
suggests that the bond between Pt and M is more of a metal-ligand interaction rather
than a metal-metal bond. We also see interaction between the p, orbitals of N from the
porphyrin and the d, 2 orbital of platinum. More importantly, upon comparing the
energies of orbitals in Figures 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c, it can be seen that the bonding
orbitals (Figure 7.4c) are much lower in energy than the frontier orbitals. This indicates
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that electrons in these bonding states will not be involved in chemical reactions that will
result in the breaking of the Pt-SnPor bond, implying that Pt will deposit tightly on
SnPor during chemical reactions.
The resulting compound yields a very interesting electronic structure with more than
92% of the total electron density delocalized in the porphyrin ring, yet all the HOMO
and near-HOMO electrons (frontier electrons) correspond primarily to the valence
d-electrons of Pt as shown in Figure 7.4c. The Mulliken charge analysis shows that the
Pt is partially negative (Table 7.3).
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Figure 7.4. Important molecular orbitals of SnPor-Pt: (a) molecular orbitals showing
bonding between the SnPor and Pt, (b) LUMO to LUMO+4 levels, and (c) HOMO-4 to
HOMO levels.
Table

7.3. Mulliken

charge

The

distribution

of neutral

SnPor-Pt,

SnPor-Pt-1

anion and their

difference.
SnPor-Pt-

Por

-0 .78

-1.32

-0 .54

Sn

1.41

1.30

-0 .11

Pt

-0 .63

-0 .98

-0 .35

Total

0.00

-1 .00

-1 .00

low

electron

density

near and at HOMO
with

characteristics

an
will

electrophile
also

likely

near

Pt,

levels
for

I

Diff [SnPor-Pt-l-SnPor-Pt]

SnPor-Pt

Pt-character
bonding

charge

partial

all indicate

reduction

induce

negative

a dipole
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charge

of Pt,

and

that this Pt is the preferred

reactions.
moment

A Pt

with

on non-polar

such

the

high

site for
electronic

molecules

for

reduction. The LUMO, on the other hand, still possess significant Pt d-orbital
characteristics comparable to the ct- and P-LUMO of iron porphyrin (Figure 7.1),
further suggesting ability to interact with oxygen for catalytic reduction.
We also calculated the electron affinity (EA = [E(electronic, optimized neutral) +
E(zero-point vibration, neutral)] - [E(electronic, optimized anion) + E(zero-point
vibration, anion)]) of SnPor-Pt, which yielded value of 0. 13 eV This is much lower
than the EA of Pt metal. A near-zero EA indicates that SnPor-Pt neither needs much
energy to buffer nor give up an extra electron. A closer look into the molecular orbitals
and the Mulliken charge distribution tell us why. The difference in Mulliken charge
distribution between the anion and the neutral species (Table 7.3) shows that more than
half of the extra negative charge is delocalized in the porphyrin. On the other hand,
Snpor-Pt-1 has a very loosely bound (x-HOMO electron (E = 0.12 eV) on Pt (figure not
shown here). Therefore, the excess negative charge is stabilized by delocalization
throughout the SnPor ring but at the same time easily given up through the top Pt. This
strongly suggests that SnPor-Pt can also be used as a nanomaterial for ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT).
Dispersing platinum atoms on a porphyrin surface will-we

believe-enhance

their

performance. The reasons for our belief are summarized as follows: the top platinum
metal has minimal steric hindrances for incoming molecules compared to metals in
surfaces or porphyrins; the presence of a porphyrin chromophore can trap light energy
possibly assisting the catalytic processes; the perturbation on the electronic structure of
Pt by the SnPor, as our calculations indicate, enhances its catalytic properties by the
inducing partial negative charge on Pt, the lowering electron density at Pt and the
localization of frontier (HOMO and near-HOMO) electrons on Pt. Another unique
electronic property of SnPor-Pt is that this compound has an EA near zero. SnPor
stabilizes the extra negative charge while a very loose HOMO electron is easily given
up by Pt.
7.2 Comparing interaction of Pt on SuPor with GePor and PbPor.
Since experimental studies have shown that GePor can also deposit metals [142], we
continued our research by comparing the interaction of Pt with all group 4A metal
porphyrins [149]-i.e., GePor, SnPor, and PbPor-as shown in Figure 7.5. Following
our previous study [138], we show the results of our calculations for GePor-Pt and
PbPor-Pt in comparison to SnPor-Pt. Likewise, we performed density functional
calculations

with

Gaussian03

[104]

using the

LanL2DZ

basis

set and the

three-parameter Becke/Lee-Yang-Parr (133LYP) exchange-correlation functionals.
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radii

different

of M. As
between

the three MPor-Pt's.
We confirmed that the ground state s of these

compounds

calculations gave energies of 3.13 eV for both the binding

were

Pt on GePor

but only 1.99 eV for PbPor.
Table 7.4. Calculated geometric parameters of MPor-Pt (M=Ge, Sn, Pt).
GePor-Pt

SnPor-Pt

PbPor-Pt

N plane-M

0.679

0.823

0.947

N-M

2.113

2.205

2.278

M-Pt

2.283

2.418

2.472

N-Ca

1.399

1.396

1.393

CU-Cp

1.447

1.451

1.455

Ca-Cm

1.390

1.398

1.403

Angle ('):
M-N plane

18.74

21.92

24.56

Distance (A):
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singlets.

Our

and on SnPor,

Table 7.5 shows the Mulliken charge distributions of GePor-Pt, SnPor-Pt and
PbPor-Pt. We note a similar behavior observed for all MPor-Pt's. This is understandable
as Ge, Sri, and Pb have very similar electronic configurations. The partial charges on M
can be attributed primarily to their ionization potential [Ge (7.899 V), Sri (7.344 V) and
Pb (7.416 V)]. Germanium having the highest ionization potential carries the lowest
partial positive charge. The Pt in all cases have partial negative charges (-0.53), -0.62,
-0 .50) indicating that these MPor's have electron-donating tendencies.
Table

7.5. Mulliki
Mulliken charge distributions

of MPor-Pt (M= Ge, Sn, Pt).

GePor-Pt

SnPor-Pt

PbPor-Pt

Pt

-0 .53

-0 .62

-0 .50

m

1.22

1.41

1.28

N

-0 .51

-0 .55

-0 .49

Ca

0.44

0.44

0.41

co
Cm

-0 .37

-0 .36

-0 .36

-0.55

-0 .54

-0 .54

The near HOMO

and near LUMO

here that the frontier
characteristics

dominate

orbitals
HOMO

are quite

states

are shown

similar

and HOMO-1.
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in Figures
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Figure 7.6. HOMO and Near-HOMO levels of MPor-Pt (where M=Sn, Ge and Pb).
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Figure 7.7. LUMO and Near-LUMO levels of MPor-Pt (where M=Sn, Ge and Pb).
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The vacant LUMO levels are characterized by pz-orbital contributions from carbon
and nitrogen of the porphyrin ring and d-orbital contribution from Pt. It is also observed
that, above LUMO, the orders of vacant orbitals vary for each MPor-Pt. This is
primarily due to differences in energies of molecular orbitals that involve M, which are
LUMO+1 and LUMO+4 for GePor-Pt, LUMO+2 and LUMO+3 for SnPor-Pt, and
LUMO+1 and LUMO+3 for PbPor-Pt.
We also show that platinum can bond strongly on both GePor and SnPor with a
binding energy of 3.13 eV. On the other hand, the binding of Pt on Pb-Por is weaker by
about I eV. Also, the electrons in the MPor-Pt bonding orbitals are much lower than
their corresponding HOMOs and LUMOs, indicating that electrons in these bonding
states will not be involved in chemical reactions that will result in the breaking of the
Pt-MPor bond. From the above discussion, we conclude that Pt will deposit stably on
SnPor and GePor.
Most importantly, we show that valence Pt d-orbital characteristics dominate the
HOMO and HOMO-1 of all MPor-Pt's. This implies that MPor-Pt's will have the same
chemical properties as platinum atoms or clusters in cases where the reaction mainly
involves the HOMO and/or HOMO-1 (i.e. electron donation to vacant orbitals of
adsorbates), of which the oxygen reduction reaction in fuel cells is an example. This
argument is further reinforced by the fact that Pt atoms in MPor-Pt have partial negative
charges.
7.3 Interaction of SuPor with other metals.
Variants of SnPor-Pt by replacing platinum with nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co), and iron
(Fe) [ 150] and other metals (Figure 7.8) were also studied. We compared their electronic
properties with SnPor-Pt, hoping that these non-precious metals on tin-porphyrin will
also possess the needed electronic properties for PEFC HOR or ORR catalysts.
Following our previous research, we performed density functional calculations with
Gaussian03

[104]

Becke/Lee-Yang-Parr

using

the

LANL2DZ

basis

(133LYP) exchange-correlation

SnPor-Ni and SnPor-Fe in spin multiplicities

set

and

the three-parameter

functionals.

We consider

of 1, 3, 5 and 7 to determine the ground

state of these compounds. We considered SnPor-Co with spin multiplicities of 2, 4, 6
and 8 to determine its ground state. We fully relaxed the geometry at each spin state. We
also calculated the energies and optimized geometries of SnPor-M-H20
applicable and the energies of their corresponding anionic (-I charge) states.
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where

Figure

7.8.

Geometry

of SnPor-M,

where

M=Pt,

Fe, Cc,

Ni.

The relative energies for each spin state of SnPor-M

(M = Fe, Cc, Ni, Pt) are

reported in table 7.6. For cobalt, spin contamination was significantly observed in the
doublet state using unrestricted density functional theory. This leads us to believe that
the energy of the doublet state is artificially stable. Attempts to calculate the doublet
SnPor-Co with restricted open-shell algorithms, on the other hand, failed to converge.
Regardless of its true ground state, binding energies of SnPor-Co for all cases of spin
multiplicities were negative (unstable)-even

for the artificially

stable doublet.

Consequently, we can conclude at this point that Cc will not deposit stably SnPor and,
consequently, SnPor-Co on is not a suitable catalyst material.
Table 7.6. Relative energies versus spin multiplicities of SnPor-M (where M=Pt,
and Ni).
Spin
multiplicity

Energy
(eV)
SnPor-Pt

I

0

SnPorFe
2.17

2
3

2.53

spin contamination

1.29
0.45

2.87

1.96

0.83
0.33

5.02

1.40

8
*Significant

0

0

6
7

SnPorNi

0*

4
5

SnPorCo

2.66
1.61

.
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Fe, Cc

The relaxed geometries for SnPor-M (M = Pt, Fe, Co, Ni) are summarized in Table
7.7. N plane refers to the average of all possible planes defined three-atom combinations
of the fours nitrogen atoms. aC refers to the carbons directly bonded to nitrogen. The
bond distances between Sri and Fe, Co and Ni are accounted for by the differences in
atomic radius between the metals. The relatively small bond distance between Sri and Pt
can be attributed to the strong interaction between Pt and SnPor. Our calculations gave
energies of 3.13, 1.29, -0.48 and 0.38 eV respectively for the binding of Pt, Fe, Co, Ni
on SnPor. For the partial charges of Fe, Ni and Pt in SnPor-M as shown in Table 7.8,
electronegativity accounts for the observed trend-i.e.,

the most electronegative metal,

Pt, has the highest partial negative charge.
Table

7.7.

Calculated

Geometric

Parameters

of SnPor-M.

Bondlength (A)

SnPor-Pt

SnPor-Fe

SnPor-Co

SnPor-Ni

M-Sn

2.42

2.63

2.56

2.34

0.82

0.63

0.63

0.86

1.40

1.41

1.41

1.40

Sn-N

Plane

NI-aC

TAW

7.8. Mulliken

charge

and electronegativities

distribution

of the central

of neutral

SnPor-Pt,

SnPor-Fe,

and

metals.

SnPor-Pt

SnPor-Fe

SnPor-Ni

Por

-1 .41

-1 .41

-0 .99

Sn

0.78

1.41

1.29

m

-0 .63

0.0

-0 .30

To account
of Sri atom
energy

for the binding

with

metal

atoms,

of M on Sri atom

as shown

energy

of M on SnPor is primarily

Table 7.9.

of M on SnPor, we calculated

M. We found

and M on SnPor.

in Table 7.9 to confirm

a direct

relationship

We performed

our findings.

dependent

SnPor-Ni

between

calculations

We can conclude

on its binding

the binding

energy

the binding

additional

metals

that the binding

energy

energy with atomic

Sri.

Binding Energy (eV) of Sn-M versus SnPor-M, where M=Pt, Ni, Fe, Co
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and other metals.
Sn-M

Sf,P-M

-4 .4428

-3 .1343

Cu

-1 .83464

-1 .35094

Fe

-2.1065

-1 .29675

Ag

-1 .57368

-0 .42231

Ni

-1 .49946

Pd

-2 .26022

-1 .67032

Ir

-5 .05056

-3 .40367

Au

-2 .42482

-1 .08041

Pt

-0 .383

The frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Pt and SnPor-Ni are compared in Figure
7.9. As can be seen from the figure, the frontier molecular orbital wave functions of
SnPor-Pt and SnPor-Ni are quite similar except the valence d-electron of Ni is from 3d
shells and those of Pt is from 5d shells. This explains the differences in energy gaps
between the frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Pt and SnPor-Ni. The d-orbitals of the
central Ni and Pt atoms are shown to predominate near HOMO and LUMO levels.
The frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Fe (Figure 7.10), on the other hand, are very
different from SnPor-Ni and SnPor-Pt because of the singly-filled d-orbitals of Fe.
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Figure 7.9. Side-by-side comparison of frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Pt (a) and
SnPor-Ni (b).
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of SnPor-Fe.

While the binding the binding energy of Ni on SnPor is not high enough to make
SnPor-Ni a viable catalyst for ORR, we think that SnPor-Ni may possess similar
photocatalytic properties to reduce protons in solution to H2 as SnPor-Pt due to
similarities in the relevant molecular orbitals. This suggests that SnPor-Ni may be used
together with (or as a replacement of) SnPor-Pt as catalysts for solar hydrogen
production. SnPor-Ni will utilize wavelengths different from SnPor-Pt; hence when
used together a broader spectrum of solar energy can be utilized and therefore increased
H2 production efficiency can be achieved.
We proceed to the interaction of Pt and Ni on SnPor with water. H20 will attach via
its 0 on top of the Pt (opposite SnPor) axially with a binding energy of 0.73 eV. A
similar stable position was found for SnPor-Ni, where water binds axially on top of M.
The binding energies for H20 on SnPor-Ni is 1.13 eV. We calculated the electron
affinity (EA) of the hydrated SnPor-Pt and -Ni to be 1.04 and 2.1 respectively. This
indicates that they both will interact with H20 and readily accept an extra electron for
reduction reactions. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the frontier molecular orbitals of both
SnPor-Pt-H20 and SnPor-Ni-H20 with a net -1 charge. In both cases, it can be seen that
the extra electron (in the HOMO) can transfer from the porphyrin to the hydrogen atoms
of H20 by excitation from the HOMO to the LUMO+I.
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For SnPor-Pt-H20, the

excitation energy is of 2.19 corresponding to an excitation at 565 nm. The similarities
between the frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Pt-H20-1 and SnPor-Ni-H20-1 again
supports our idea that SnPor-Ni may have similar photocatalytic properties as SnPor-Pt
for H2 production from H20. The main difference is that the excitation energy needed to
transfer the HOMO electron from the porphyrin ring to the hydrogen atoms of water in
(LUMO+I) is lower (1.47 eV). It corresponds to longer wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum (843 nm), but this is not a problem as sunlight, our preferred
excitation source for H2 gas generation, emits radiation significantly in this region.
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Figure 7.12. Frontier molecular orbitals of SnPor-Ni-1 - H207.4 Interaction of SnPor-Pt with 02
We consider the interaction of SnPor-Pt with 02 as; a first step to evaluate
feasibility of using SnPor-Pt as an ORR catalyst. We ,considered
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both

side-on

the
and

end-on interaction. The side-on interaction shows cleavage of the 02 bond as shown in
Figure 7.13a with a binding energy of 1.81 eV (i.e., 0.9 eV per 0 atom); the heat of
adsorption of 0 on platinum surface is about 250kJ/mol (2.59 eV) [13]. The vibrational
frequency for Pt-O (793.4986 cm- 1) is much weaker than that of gaseous 02 (163 3.9269
cm-1). On the other hand, the end-on interaction Of 02 with SnPor-Pt (Figure 7.13.b)
shows 0-0 bond elongation (1.27 A) with a vibrational frequency of 1266.49 cm-1 and
binding energy of 0.77eV The bond length of gaseous 02 using the same calculation
parameters is 1.21 A. In both cases, ORR catalytic properties of SnPor-Pt are exhibited
though cleavage or weakening of the 0=0 bond. Both cases also show net electron
charge transfer to the oxygen atoms (-0.99 for each cleaved 0 atom; and -0.45 for the
end-on 02), which would make them attractive to protons. HOMO orbitals (Figure
7.13c and 7.13d) also contain 0 characteristics for binding with protons, further
corroborating ORR catalytic properties of SnPor-Pt.
a)

b)

:_IL
IL

C)

d)

Figure 7.13. Side-on and end-on interaction Of 02 with SaPor-Pt. (a) and (b) show their
respective geometry, while (c) and (d) show their respective HOMOs.
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Chapter

8

Conclusion
The biggest obstacle to the wide spread use of hydrogen fuel cells is
cost-primarily

due to the cost of the precious metal Pt, which has been the preferred

material for anodes and cathodes across most types of fuel cells. Many studies have
been made on how to reduce the amount of platinum in catalysts. But no efficient and
stable alternative has been found.
Yet contrary to our present platinum-based technology, nature has its own way of
oxidizing hydrogen and reducing oxygen without the need for expensive rare metals.
With this in mind, we surveyed literature regarding the ORR and HOR on platinum as
well as on heme and hydrogenase. As it turned out, density functional theory (DFT)
played an important part in our current understanding of the ORR and HOR processes,
whether as applied
in industrially-used
platinum-based
systems or to
biologically-present
further-from

enzyme systems. From there, we took take DFT a step

its proven applicability in helping us understand HOR/ORR reaction

mechanisms to using it as a tool to help us design catalysts inspired by natural enzymes
that perform parallel reactions.
The objective of our design efforts for both the anode and cathode is the same: to
develop effective and stable alternative electrodes that will eliminate or minimize the
use of platinum, but surrounding issues are quite different. For the anode, artificial
hydrogenase mimics that are catalytically active are already available, but not as
electrodes due to the unavailability of a stable solid state support. For the cathode,
synthetic heme based electrodes are available but not efficient enough and/or stable
enough for repeated ORR cycles.
Our design efforts led us to propose SnPor-Pt as ORR catalysts. We showed how
this material possesses the necessary electronic properties that make it a possible
alternative to the platinum surfaces as fuel cell electrode catalyst. The calculated
binding energy of Pt on SnPor is 3.13 eV-very

stable. We showed how this material

possesses the necessary electronic properties that make it a possible alternative to
platinum surfaces as fuel cell electrode catalysts; notably: low electron density near Pt,
partial negative charge at Pt, and the high Pt-character near and at HOMO levels. The
LUMO also possess significant Pt d-orbital characteristics comparable to the a- and
P-LUMO of iron porphyrin, further suggesting ability to interact with oxygen for
catalytic reduction.
We also considered replacing tin with germanium (Ge) and lead (Pb). Pt deposited
on GePor shows primarily the same results as SnPor-Pt, but Pt deposited PbPor shows a
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much weaker binding energy (1.99 eV). Variants of SnPor-Pt by replacing Pt with nickel
(Ni), cobalt (Co), and iron (Fe) were also studied. Our calculations gave energies of
1.29, -0.48 and 0.38 eV respectively for the binding of Fe, Co and Ni on SnPor. We
compared their electronic properties with SnPor-Pt, hoping that these non-precious
metals on SnPor will also possess the needed electronic properties for PEFC HOR or
ORR catalysis. While the binding energy of Ni on SnPor is not high enough to make
SnPor-Ni a viable catalyst for ORR, the similarities between their frontier molecular
orbitals suggest that SnPor-Ni may have similar photocatalytic properties as SnPor-Pt
for H2 production in aqueous solution.
For the anode, we showed how changing ligands affects the electronic structure of
hydrogenase active site analogues. From the standpoint of computational materials
design, it can be seen that changing ligands will primarily affect the charge distribution
and HOMO/LUMO wave function/energy levels of 2Fe2S clusters. We therefore think
that similarities in 2Fe charge density and HOMO/LUMO characteristics to the
biologically present active site should be bases for predicting catalytic activity of
Fe-only hydrogenase analogues.
As a first attempt to hold the [2Fe]H active site in solid state, we consider thiol
derivatives of calixarenes as possible scaffolds. Among the calixarenes so far considered,
our calculations has shown that calix[5]arene is the most viable macrocycle to hold the
di-iron site. Our calculations also show that the crucial hydrogenase active site is
maintained in this material: having an Fe-Fe bond and anti-bond at the HOMO and
LUMO respectively (Figure 6.8); and the bonding orbitals on the Fe centers connected
to the sulfur of the electron chain at the HOMO.
Ultimately, the materials we design need to be synthesized in the laboratory and
tested for efficiency to perform HOR/ORR and for long-terrn stability. We are, at
present, doing so in collaboration with synthetic chemists. Our tasks of computational
material design bore fruits. The question that critics will always ask is: "what if these
synthetic efforts fail to realize the new material and properties we predicted?" Our
answer to that is: First, the fact we have communicated to experimentalists which
materials are energetically possible to synthesize and which are not even worth trying is
in itself already significant output-just

consider the additional amount of chemicals,

electricity, equipment, effort, time and waste disposal expenses that otherwise would
have been spent. With the guidance of density functional calculations, we have
significantly narrowed down our choices and need not work by trial and error to arrive
at something useful. Second, in our quest for knowledge, whatever result that comes out
of our synthetic and testing efforts will never be a "failure"-it
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is only either the

"expected"
continue
gain

is

or "unexpected"

. Provided

that we analyze

our design-analyze-synthesize-analyze
improving

our

materials

the synthesis

cycle of research,

design

computationally.
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